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Understanding Yugoslavta’s Killing Fields 

Since Yugoslavia disintegrated In vrolence three years ago, observers have 

struggled to understand why the Yugoslav conflrct has been so brutal and In 

i particular Involved such extensive violence against crvrlian populations. For many 

commentators, it was sufficient to refer to hlstoric ethnic nvaines in the Balkans, 

attributing Serbian “ethnic cleanslng” campaigns to “age-old” enmities that 

resurfaced with communism’s collapse. -.- <? : 

Evoking history, however, does not explain why this war has surpassed 

previous Yugoslav Internal conflicts in terms of casualties among non-combatants, 

numbers of displaced people and refugees, and wanton destructron of cultural 

monuments. In addition, focusing on the past tends to discount the responsrbilrty 

for the conduct of the war of current polmcal leaders. 

Based on Claus Von Clausewrtz’s seminal study of war, It seems more likely 

that the main reasons for this pattlcular conflrct’s brutality can be found by 

examining the decisions made on polItIcal ends and mrlltary means by leaders of the 

former Yugoslavia before and dunng the conflagration. In this regard, the most 
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critical role belongs to the Serbian leadership, given Belgrade’s rnhentance of the 

bulk of the Yugoslav National Army and Its resulting commanding mrlrtary posrtron 

vis-a-vis the other former Yugoslav republics. 

In order to pin down the pnncrpal reasons for the violence directed against 

non-combatants in the former Yugoslavra, this essay analyzes the three phases of 

war in Slovenra, Croatia and Bosnia from the perspective of Serbian strategy, 

--3&i.- - 
drawing on Clausewitz’s insights--on the nature of war and its relationship to policy 

- : * _ 

and strategy. The essay concludes that the key factor behind the violence directed 

against non-combatants is found In Serbian President Milosevic’s decision to pursue 

extreme ends with limited mrlrtary means. This strategic miscalculatron caused 

Milosevic gradually to lose control over Serbian policy and drove the Yugoslav 

conflict toward Clausewitz’s vision of absolute war. 

Slovenia: Serbia Adiusts Ends to Means 

Feanng Milosevrc’s drive to assert Serbian hegemony over Yugoslavra, 

Slovenra took the initiative to force Yugoslavra’s drssolution. Not surpnsmgly, the 

Yugoslav wars of disintegration erupted first In Slovenia. 

In Slovenra Belgrade’s opponents took the mrlrtary inrtratrve. Indeed, the 

Slovenes fired the first shot, at least in a figurative sense, using force to take over 

federal customs posts after declanng Independence (along with Croatia) on June 25, 

1991. When the Yugoslav National Army (JNA) responded by attemptrng to seize the 

border posts, the Slovenes responded with a well-thought-out defense plan, and 
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rapidly mobrlrzed terntonal defense forces to take the offensive against 

outnumbered JNA forces stationed In Slovenra. 

The Slovene forces encircled JNA installations, seizing equipment and 

blocking movements. These moves forced the JNA to turn to Its superior firepower 

to attempt to coerce the Slovenes. As the number of dead In the first week of 

fighting neared f&y - many of these JNA conscripts - televisron Images of JNA 

planes buzzing LJublJana brought International condemnatrons of Belgrade. EC 

ministers began shuttle diplomacy in an effort to staunch the vrolence. 

The result on July 7 was a cease-fire agreement (“the Brioni Agreement”) 

which, unlike the scores of cease-fire agreeements negotiated subsequently for 

Croatia and Bosnia, actually stuck. One reason the agreement held was rts flexible 

terms, which kept alive the possrbrlity of a politrcal compromrse. Both sides had 

agreed to suspend Slovenia’s declaration of independence for three months. 

However, the more important reason the agreement held can be found In 

Clausewitz’s general prescnption for winning wars: “If the enemy IS to be coerced, 

you must put him in a situation that IS even more unpleasant than the sacnfrce you 

call on him to make” (1). The Slovenes did just that. 

Mrlosevic had hoped to hold Slovenia in a Serbdomrnated Yugoslavra but had 

no compellrng polrtrcal motivatron to do so, since Slovenra drd not have a Serbian 

minority. The surprismgly strong Slovene mrlrtary defense, which had polrtrcal 

echoes rn Serbia, forced Mrlosevrc to reconsider this obJective. (Serbian mothers 

marched on the Serbian parliament in Belgrade, demanding the JNA withdraw from 
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Slovenra In order to free their sons.) VaIldatIng Clausewrtz’s eminently rational 

advice that “once the expenditure of effort exceeds the value of the polrtrcal 

object, peace must follow” (2), Milosevrc arranged to wrthdraw the JNA from 

Slovenia and acquiesced in its independence. 

Croatra: Extreme Serbian Ends Reauire New Means. 

This separate peace be --ZsmF;i Slovenia and Serbia In effect cleared the decks 
- . r--y- 

for a Serb-Croat showdown. After the Brioni agreement, violence rapidly escalated 

between Croatian police and Milosevrc-backed militant Serb rebels, who had 

dedared their own autonomous “KraJina Serb Republic’* In defiance of Croatian 

independence. As the clashes between KraJina Serbs and Croats multiplied, the JNA 

inserted itself between the two sides, ostensrbly In a peace-keeping function, but 

usually taking the Serbian side. 

By fall 1991, any pretense of JNA neutrality was dropped. Working with 

Krajina Serb paramilitaries, the JNA fought to expel Croatian forces from so-called 

“histonc Serb lands.” These were defined so as to encompass many areas with a 

majonty Croat population, which Serbs Justified on the basis of WWII massacres of 

Serbs by Croatia’s quisling fas&- government. 

Croatia, taking cue from Slovenran tactics, blockaded JNA facllrtles 

throughout the republic. In response, the JNA bombarded Croatian cities, regardless 

of historic srgnrflcance or ethnically mixed populatrons, In an effort to compel the 

Croatian government to free JNA troops. As public opmlon was deliberately 
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aroused by authontres tn Belgrade and Zagreb to help mobrlrze addrtronal forces, 

passions rose on both sides. In order to “liberate” the ethnrcally mrxed Danube nver 

city of Vukovar - prevrously a thnvmg commencal port - JNA artillery reduced 

the city to rubble pnor to Its occupatron In October 1991. Three years later, the 

Serb-held city still stands rn rums, a monument to Clausewrtz’s warning that “war 

is an act of force and there is no logical lrmrt to the applrcatron of that force” (3). 
i. 

While equipped with sup&& firepower, in general, the JNA proved to be an 

ineffective fighting force, poorly motivated and even more poorly led. Formed under 

Tito to defend all Yugoslavra, the JNA stumbled over the contradictions Inherent to 

participation by a multi-ethnic army in an ethnrcally-based civil war. Although its 

officer corps was dominated by Serbs, other nationalities held positrons of 

command. Serbian troops sometrmes refused to take orders from officers of other 

nationalities; on occasion, ;- ethnic Croat officers defected to Croatia, carrying 
T-7 

equipment (even MIGS) with them. Conscripts of all nationalitrtes deserted and 

Serbian reservists massrvely dodged call-ups, leaving the JNA manpower and 

capability short. 

As a result, the JNA came to rely heavily on Serb paramrlrtary and volunteer 

forces to prosecute the war. The paramrlitanes and reservists were Ill-trained, 

and often engaged In lootrng as well as rndrscnmrnate vrolence. However, the 

combinatron of JNA firepower and Serb paramrlrtary manpower proved effective 

although brutal and Inefficient. By late 1991, approxrmately a third of Croatia was 

under JNA and KraJrna Serb occupatron. Wrth the boundanes thus drawn for a 
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Greater Serbia, Mrlosevrc agreed to a UN-mediated cease-fire In place and polItIcal 

negotiations, eventually imposing the agreement over stiff KraJina Serb obJections. 

When UN peace-keepers finally arrived in spnng 1992, the estimated death toll 

stood at 10,000; refugees and displaced persons numbered over half a million. 

The violence these figures reflected denved directly from the policy 

objectives of the two sides. As Clausewitz wrote “...war IS part of policy, polrcy 
* ,I f -_ 

will deterrntne Its character” (4j.- From Belgrade’s perspectrve, no break to war 3 
..“Z c - 

was possible until a homeland forCroatIa’s Serbs, contiguous to other Serb- 

populated areas, was carved out from Croatia. Given Zagreb’s resistance and the 

mixed population in the area claimed by Serbs, this goal necessanly Implied a large 

degree of coercron to force non-Serbs either to accept Serbian hegemony or flee 

their homes. As violence spread, vrllages polanzed along ethnic Imes. Serb 

militants pressed their co-nationals to choose sides and considered all ethnic 

Croats, even former friends, to be potential enemies. Similar attitudes developed 

among Croats. 

The mdiscnmmate violence employed against non-combatants, however, 

derived not Just from Mrlosevic’s arms, but also from the very limited means the 

Yugoslav army provided him to-reach those goals, which forced the development of 

different mrlrtary means and different mllrtary ways. The Serb paramrlttary forces 

Milosevlc and the JNA relied on to do the brunt of the direct fighting In Croatra 

defined Serbian obJectives in avowedly racist terms, thus Justifying the most 

extreme methods and laying the groundwork for the much larger scale ethnic 
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cleansing to follow in Bosnia. 

Bosnia-Herzeaovrna: Means Overtake Ends 

Unlike Croatia, where Serbs were concentrated In a few specific regions 

outside the major cities, pre-war Bosnia-Herzegovina was a leopard skin-like 

jumble of three major ethnic groups--Serbs, Croats and Muslim Slavs-a Yugoslavra 

in miniature. Muslims and Cro-s*55Z ogether made up a majority of the populatron, 
--.-_^ 

and were strongly opposed to remaining in a Serb-dominated little Yugoslavra, 

particularly after the Croatran war erupted. In 1991 Mrlosevrc made a feeble effort 

to persuade the Bosnran Muslims politically to remain In Yugoslavia. At the same 

time, he and his Bosnian Serb proxies planned for war. In preparation, JNA forces 

withdrawn from Croatia as UN forces amved were shifted to Bosnia. 

Serb-Croat fighting on the Croatian border sprlled across Into Bosnia in March 

1992, and In April the war began In earnest. Lacking an army, the newly recognrzed 

Bosnian government feverishly tried to organize a military force, and turned for 

help to the Croatian army. Over the next few months Bosnran Serb paramrlrtanes, 

backed by the JNA, repeated the ethnic cleansrng tactics used in Croatia to 

; = 
terrorize entire vrllages to abandon their homes. But the scale used In Bosnia was 

much greater. By fall 1993, Serbian forces had occupied over 70% of the republic’s 

terntory, killing or drsplacrng well over a mrllion people. 

Feanng sanctions or more vigorous InternatIonal reaction, In May 1992 

Mrlosevrc attempted to insulate Serbia from cntlcrsm by wrthdrawmg the JNA from 
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Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia. The withdrawal proved to be more In form than 

substance: the JNA handed Its heavy weapons over to Bosnran Serb and KraJina Serb 

militia; many officers and soldiers stmply changed unrforms. As In Croatia, in 

Bosnia Serb paramilitary forces were less disciplined and more prone to use 

violence against non-combatants. They proved to be particularly enamored of JNA 

seige and bombardment tactics and employed these vrgorously against the Bosnran 

<.&I -.‘--, 
capital of Sarajevo until dissua _ q5LY-by the threat of NATO arr attacks in spring j8si 

_- - - _ 
1994. 

Milosevic’s decision to rely on the indirect means of “independent” Bosman 

Serb forces - a piece of deception worthy of the Chinese wnter on war Sun Tzu - 

did not, however, forestall imposition of sanctions against Serbia. Whrle perhaps 

tactically useful in helping to defuse calls for outside military Intervention, 

strategically the decision proved to be a disaster for Serbia. In severing the 

military chain of command from Belgrade to Serb forces outside Serbia proper, 

Milosevic actually decreased Belgrade’s Influence over those responsible for the 

abuses driving international efforts to sanction and Isolate Serbia. Twice he tned 

and failed to persuade his Bosnian clients to accept international peace plans: first 

-2 

in May 1993, then later in July i-994. 

The ever sprralling violence in Bosnia offers even stronger support than the 

Croatian conflict to Clausewrtz’s view that prolonged war tends toward extremes. 

The ways of warfare adopted by the Bosnian Serbs (and mrmrcked somewhat by the 

other sides, but to a much lesser degree) reflected a wrllrngness to engage Into 
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total warfare against enemies defined purely rn ethnic terms: routine attacks on 

non-combatants were systematrzed to encompass detention/deportatron centers 

evocative of Nazi death camps. The conflrct between Serbs and a MuslrmKroat 

alliance committed to multi-ethnic life degenerated over the course of 1992 Into a 

three-sided CIVII war, reverting in 1994 to a two way conflict only after the U.S. 

pressured Zagreb to reverse Its support for separatist Bosman Croats. 
-2 

--,q - *- 

Milosevic’s Dilemma: Tamma His Beasts 

To sum up this necessarrly abbreviated review, three main factors explain the 

massive violence directed against non-combatants during the Yugoslav war. First, 

the extreme policy object sought by Serbia stymied any compromrse with opponents 

and drove the conduct of the war toward Clausewitzran extremes. Milosevic’s 

refusal to consider any solutron which left Serbs in a Croatian or Bosnran state 

encouraged Serbs there to use maxrmum violence to seize maxrmum terntory, since 

the break with former neighbors was considered final. 

Second, the insufficient means available In 1991 to pursue such extreme ends 

forced Milosevrc to develop new means and ways, intrinsically more violent. The 

Serbian president turned to paramrlitarres, and these poorly drscrplined Serb 

militia In turn employed indiscriminate methods of coercron: bombardments and 

seiges to seize territory and demoralrze the enemy; ethnic cleansing to create new 

demographic facts and establish long term control over territory. These tactics 

mrnrmized Serb losses but maxrmrzed (non-Serb) cIvIlran casualrtres. 
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Frnally, Mllosevrc’s decrsron to rely on an lndrrect appproach - acting through 

Bosman Serb and Krajina Serb proxies -- broke the chain of command from policy 

set in Belgrade to mrlitary actions by Serbian commanders In the field. lmposrng 

discipline and/or restraint became much more difficult for Milosevrc; In some 

cases, impossible. 

Control over Serbian strategy, not just battlefield tactics, has slipped from 

-a& 
Milosevic’s grasp, as the passions-*of war, even more than before, dnve Serbian 

_= 
c 

military decisions. As a result, although Serbian forces have achieved Milosevic’s 

war aims mrlrtarily, rronrcally Mrlosevic IS unable to consolidate these gains 

through a peace agreement. His Bosnian Serb proxies have so far rejected proposed 

agreements acceptable to Mrlosevic (and accepted by the other parties) as requiring 

too many concessions. With the top Bosnian Serb military commander playing the 

role of chief hardliner, and arguing that no temtory where Serbian soldiers have 

died can be “given away,” policy has ceased to control Serbian military operations 

in Bosnia. With Clausewitz’s tnnity so far out of balance, prospects for ending the 

Yugoslav war are slim indeed. 
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NOTES 

1 Cat-i Von Clausewitz, On War (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1976) 88. 

2 Clausewitz, 92. 

3 Clausewitz, 77. 

4 Clausewitz, 606. _ 
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